Celebrating Awardees

Despite the difficult year, the CIC and its constituent societies have continued to persevere and demonstrate excellence in the chemical sciences. Once again, we are honoured to present more than forty awards to members of our community for their exceptional contributions.

8 Chemical Institute of Canada Awards
21 Canadian Society for Chemistry Awards
7 Canadian Society for Chemical Engineering Awards
2 Canadian Green Chemistry and Engineering Network Awards

CIC Medal
Jonathan Abbatt, MCIC
University of Toronto

The CIC Medal is the top award from the CIC, which recognizes a distinguished individual who has made an outstanding contribution to chemistry or chemical engineering in Canada.

Montréal Medal
Bruce Lennox, FCIC
McGill University

The Montréal Medal/Médaille de Montréal is a mark of distinction for an individual who has shown significant leadership or has made an outstanding contribution to chemical sciences in Canada.

CIC Fellowships: Celebrating Members
A CIC Fellowship is a distinctive class of membership that recognizes the merits of a CIC society member who has made an outstanding contribution to their field. In 2020, we were delighted to award fellowships to:

- Jeffrey W. Keillor, FCIC
  University of Ottawa
- Donna Jean Kilpatrick, FCIC
  Government of Canada
- Mona Nemer, FCIC
  Government of Canada
- Henry J. Stronks, FCIC
  Bruker Canada Ltd.

Celebrating Student Achievements
Across the three societies, we have awards to recognize the outstanding contributions of students and young professionals at all levels of Canadian post-secondary institutions:

9 student awards
1 faculty advisor award
6 student competitions
3 student scholarships